**Pundi X (NPXS)**

**About:** Most of the Blockchain today is far from ideal, with an over-emphasis on technology and the under-emphasis on creating real use cases. Pundi X’s philosophy is not only to build a technologically superior chain, but also one that has real-life application. A good Blockchain should have a user experience and performance that are way more superior than the current product in market.

And that’s what we have achieved with our Blockchain called f(x). Currently, f(x) is already up and running on internal test environment. And we will continue to provide regular updates on the progress of f(x). We will walk the talk with f(x). It will be a game changer with real use cases to support it.

**Advantages:**

1. **Pundi XPASS:** Use Pundi XPASS to store cryptocurrency securely, buy and sell with a single swipe. Anyone can do it.
2. **Mobile payment integration**: Digital wallets supporting Pundi X can buy, sell and accept cryptocurrency.

3. **Top-up supported**: Use fiat or bank card to buy cryptocurrency top-ups at any Pundi X locations, top-ups are easily loaded into any wallet.

---

**Roadmap**

**Q1 2018**

- 600 XPOS units opened for individual pre-orders [1]
- XPOS passed 27 security and compliance tests
- XPOS added EMV and magnetic reader support
- Published XPlugin SDK documentation
- Established London office

**Q2 2018**
- Established Tokyo and Seoul offices
- Opened 2,000 XPOS units for individual pre-orders [2]
- Delivered 4,000 XPOS units for corporate orders
- Delivered 300,000 XPASS cards
- Set up Pundi X foundation for transparency and compliance

**Q3 2018**

- Established two offices in North and South Americas
- Completed NPXS swap
- Established bank and governmental partnership for XPOS and XPASS roll-out

**Q4 2018**

- Inaugurated the international series of XBlockchain summit in Indonesia for thought leaders, government officials, business executives, developers and innovators.
- Launched a working prototype of the XPhone and demonstrated its capabilities for blockchain-based telephony.
- Secured a partnership to introduce the XPOS to the government and public sector.
- Launched XWallet, the mobile app for easy digital currency payments.
- Facilitated the publication of third-party apps on XPOS.
➢ Fielded corporate orders for 20,000 XPOS units.

Q1 2019

➢ Kick off the international series of XBlockchain summit in China.
➢ Grow XWallet and XPASS card adoption rate to increase transactions on the XPOS.
➢ Continue to scale up corporate footprint globally by establishing more local branch offices.
➢ Introduce the XPOS and XPASS as a medium for charitable donations via a partnership with a major non-profit organization.

Q2 2019

➢ Expand the international series of XBlockchain summit to South America.
➢ Launch Function X testnet and mainnet.
➢ Bring the XPhone to the consumer market.
**Goal**: We want to make using cryptocurrency as easy as getting bottled water. At Pundi X, we seek to bring cryptocurrency to the next billion users and will help increase the value of cryptocurrency for all.